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Another batch of updates was published today, December 18, 2020, by the leaders and members of the General Manual of the Church. Six more chapters have been rewritten and the remaining 11 chapters were added or amended. The text is available to the public in English online and in the Gospel Library app. Versions of other languages will follow in the
coming months. Downloadable SOTs This ongoing review of the manual is under the direction of the First Presidency and quorum of the Twelve Apostles. The purpose of the text is to help leaders around the world serve with Christian care as they implement and adapt Church programs, policies, and procedures according to their circumstances. The
rewritten chapters are in accordance with the framework for the organisation of the manual of rescue and over-the-works. This work includes (1) following the teachings of Jesus Christ, (2) caring for those in need, (3) receiving the message of Christ, and (4) the eternal co-ization of families. Content has also been simplified, reduced and made more
customizable for congregations of all sizes worldwide. The newly rewritten chapters are: Chapter 5: Stake management, which contains up-to-date information about stake council meetings (watch this video explaining the new additions); information on how the duties of the president of the region differ from those of the stake president; and part of the pile of
patriarch, which was previously in a separate chapter of the manual.  Chapter 21: A service that emphasizes doctrine and scriptures related to how members care for others. Chapter 22: Ensuring temporal needs and self-reliance, including updated guidelines on Church well-being management and providing an expanded list of available resources. Chapter
25: In the congregation and stake of temple and family history work, which contains up-to-date information on (1) the organization of temple and family history work in the ward and stake, (2) the resources of family history, and (3) the calling of temple workers. Chapter 26: Temple recommendations containing up-to-date information on the temple extradition
recommendation. The temple suggestion is a passport that allows Latter-day Saints to enter one of the temples of faith. Chapter 27: Temple ordinances for the living, which contains up-to-date information for members who receive their donation or are preparing to seal or marry in the temple. Since the first release of the chapters in the Common Manual in
February 2020, almost 60 per cent of the manual has been redesigned. The Common Manual replaces Manual 1 (for stake presidents and bishops) and Manual 2 (for all leaders). The rest of the manual will be reviewed by 2021. New and updated policies 18. For example, a new section reflects the recent teachings of President Russell M. Nelson and
President Dallin H. Oaks of the First Presidency about respect for the dignity and divinity of each soul. All people are children of God. All are brothers and sisters who are part of His divine family, the manual says. Prejudice is not consistent with the word of God revealed. For God's benefit or not, it depends on devotion to Him and His commandments, not on
the color of man's skin or other qualities. The Church calls on all people to refrain from attitudes and acts of prejudice against any group or individual. The added section, titled Searching for Information from Trusted Sources, advises Latter-day Saints to be smart in the search for truth. Search and provide only reliable, reliable, and factual sources of
information, the text says. Avoid sources that are speculative or based on rumors. The guidance of the Holy Ghost, together with careful research, can help members distinguish truth and error (see D&amp;C 11:12; 45:57). The authoritative sources for doctrine and Church policy are the scriptures, the teachings of living prophets, and the Common Manual.
The second new section (Dressing and Appearance) encourages Latter-day Saints to show respect for the body in their choices about a suitable dress and appearance. What is relevant is different in different cultures and in different cases. For example, at the sacrament meeting, people wear their best possible Sunday attire to show respect for the ordinance
of the sacrament. The same principle applies to walking in a temple. Disciples of Jesus Christ know how best to dress and dress the groom. This new section also says members and managers should not judge others based on dress and appearance. They should love all people, as the Savior commanded. Throughout the manual, references to the birth sex
were changed to the biological sex at birth. This was done in order to be in line with the 2020 objectives. The new policy on members with intellectual disabilities recognises the challenges that members sometimes face when deciding on regulations. The manual now clarifies that the bishop is responsible for the baptisms of members of the records who have
been baptized for spiritual disabilities at the age of 9 or older. Missionaries no longer have to teach these members if they do not want to be. The handbook also encourages individuals, leaders and, where appropriate, parents to advise on decisions to receive ordinances. The medical marijuana section (first published in July 2020) explains that a person
should follow the dosage and method of administration of a doctor or other authorized medical professional. Nor does the Church approve marijuana tislin, unless authorised by a medical professional on the basis of medical needs. The Church continues to oppose the use of marijuana for recreational purposes. The Word of Wisdom Handbook has been
renamed about the word of Wisdom and healthy practices. In addition to mentioning the Church's longstanding counsel to refrain from tobacco, alcohol, tea, and coffee, the text explains that there are other harmful substances and practices that are not specified in the word of wisdom or in church leaders. Members should use wisdom and prayer to promote
their physical, mental and emotional health when choosing. The updated section on medical and health issues notes that seeking competent medical care, ding faith, and receiving priesthood blessings works together to heal according to the Lord's will. Latter-day Saints dare not seek miraculous or supernatural healing from an individual or group who claims
to have special methods of accessing healing power beyond prayer and properly performed priesthood blessings. These practices are often referred to as energy recovery. Other names are also used. Such promises of healing are often made for money. For the index of new and amended sections and chapters published on 18 December, see below. The
translated parts of the new manual were published in October and November this year. By the end of 2021, the entire handbook should be updated in English. The updated chapters will be translated into 35 languages and published as soon as they are available. Additional languages may also be made available in the future. The index of new and modified
sections and chapters published on 18 December 2020 (new sections and rewritten chapters are bold) Hey All, so today (Friday 21 June 2019) arrived my main manual 2019 preview of the Warhammer Age of Sigmar games workshop. On this page, I'm going to do a full review of the book - open, narrative and matched play. In short, this is probably the
biggest overhaul of pitched battle rules to match play since the General's handbook was first launched - with significant changes to the landscape and battle plans. Now, most of the book has already been leaked or corrupted, so I'm going to try to give a comment along to add something rich content out there. Hopefully also having it in written form can help
those who don't have time for long YouTube shows. Please note this review is an ongoing work because I have had a book for four hours and am updating it into parts. As always, check out The Dark Fantastic Mills' vast 3D printed landscape for perfect wargaming.  Its super versatile and lightweight in terms of the world of shipping is cheap. Use aos short
discount code for another 10% already decent prices. The 2019 Common Manual is a play supplement issued by the Sigmar Warhammer Age Games Workshop. Now in its fourth iteration, the General's handbook offers a myriad of additional rules, opportunities to play, battle plans, fidelity abilities and matched play points. There is no over-mention to say
that the original General's Handbook greatly improved during the Warhammer Age of Sigmar. What's in this year's edition? Army GeneratorOptional landscape rules and mapsClose-quarters battle generator (battleplans for small table sizes - intro and lunchtime games)Hidden Agendas (often used as tie-breakers to match play) Streets of DeathArcane
GoalsRügemed RenownA series battleplans overxia, Shattered CityRaids and Ambushes Random Name GeneratorsMercenary Companies new Pitched Battle Rules12 reworked battleplanssuggestions how to run Pitched Battle tournamentsMeeting Engagements, new playstyle 1000 points to match play games Age of Sigmar, six battle plans and rules
eventsConquest UnlimitationslessAllegiance abilities Darkling Covens , Dispossessed, Free Peoples, Seraphon, Wanderers, Slaves in The Dark and IronjawzNo changed the landscape of the stove or calling the rules of the General's Handbook 2018. The General's manual also includes a separate thin book on pitched Battle Profiles, which includes points,
battlefield roles and allies of all factions of the game. The list also includes groups that were separate in PDFs such as Tomb Kings, The Legion of Azgorth, The Hord of Tamurkhani and Monstrous Arcanum. Now let's jump into the details! It's going to be long! The Open Play General Handbook 2019 Open Game is designed to be a carefree, flexible and
accommodating version of the Sigmar Age. Choose from a few items, choose some terrain and purpose, table all sizes and roll the dice and have fun. Open War Army Generator Open War Landscape Open War Close-Quarter Battle Generator Hidden Agendas are secondary targets that can be used in your games (in addition to primary goals and rules of
battleplans). Hidden agendas are often used in tournaments to distinguish between players with the same results. In short, you secretly choose the agenda after deployment, but before the battle begins, and try to achieve it during battle. When done, you will reveal your hidden agenda to your opponent. Note that some events play secondary goals when
open rather than hidden, and will give you points to deny your opponent your goal. Hidden action plans have expanded from 12 to 18. New ones are: Destroyer - destroy 3+ enemy units in one turnDominate - control at least 2 more targets than your opponentRetake - get control of the target controlled by your - There are 1 + units in each four quarter of the
battlefield, if your opponent doessorcerer Supreme - kill the enemy hero in a spell with one of your wizardsOnslaught - if you make a charge 9+ inches away from the enemy There is only one explanation for one of the original 12 Hidden Agendas. Centre Ground now specifies that you can't score it if the battleplan doesn't have goals (which aren't really
matched with the play problem). The narrative play general manual 2019 Narrative play is all about re-enacting epic stories with friends or creating their own stories in Mortal Realms. Think of it as a co-writing script - the character's back-story, motivation and goals are all important. Keep an eye out for the narrative of event organizers (or NEOs) on social
media and We Are NEON, great examples of the narrative of the Age of Sigmar. Streets of Death Arcane targets regiments of renown Elixia, Broken City Raids and Ambushes Name Generators Six pages D6 tables create the names of heroes Stormcast Eternals, Slaves in Darkness, Khorne, Nurgle, Tzeentch, Slaanesh, Skaven, Ironjawz, Gloomspite Gitz,
Idoneth Deepkin and Nighthaunt. Skip these pages and visit the Realm of Plastic for a much broader and comprehensive collection of name generators. Mercenary companies Both mercenary companies have received a lot of attention based on Warhammer community previews of some community concerns about mercenary companies crossing grand
alliances (and potentially proving difficult to balance to match play). Now we have to wait and see if mercenary companies have anything against independent matches to play tournaments, but now I cover the key points here. You can hire one mercenary company from every four units in your army, you can be an ally or a mercenary unit that doesn't count
your allegiance. can not be your general, can not use or benefit from your fidelity abilities and can not be named characterif mercenary unit has the ability to add units on board, then these additional units are allowed and do not count 1 4 or allied points limited to warscroll battalions can not include mercenaries in battle, your allies points of separation must be
shared with Allies and mercenary mercenaries do not count on the battlefield, but do not count the maximum leaders , Behemoths and Artillery if you add mercenaries then you lose your time 1 command pointeach mercenary company comes with its unique additional capability Some factions, mercenaries will bring up useful advantages (for example, the
Necromancer in the Nighthaunt Army allows invited units to pile up twice) , but other mercenaries are not worth the cost. Also keep in mind that mercenary units do not benefit from their usual fidelity abilities and synergy with their And if you take a full mercenary company then you'll need a really large number of units of your matched play force to meet the 1
4 requirement. Opportunities for mercenary companies are: Greyfyrd Fyreslayers except RunefathersTenebrous CourtFlesh-Eater courts other than Royal Terrorgheists or Royal Zombie DragonsSons LichemasterNecromancer plus Zombies, Skeleton Warriors or Corpse CartOrder of Blood-soaked RoseBlood Knights with optional Vampire LordggGru
BrothersNimyard's Rough-RidersPistoliers, volunteer outriders and freegildi generalBlacksmoke Batterycannons/ organ volunteer cogsmith, gyrobomberRampagerschaos marauders optional dark bath chieftain or warqueenSkroug's Menageriechaos gargant optional spawn, warhounds or furiesThe Gutstuffersfirebelly comes with maneaaters Matched Play
general's Handbook 2019 Matched play is about offering (relatively) equal opportunities between factions to allow players to organize their games in their local shop, club or run event. Balanced play pitched battle rules offer common language for army building. Matched games are usually played 2000 points, options are also available for 1000 points or
2,500 points (give or take 250 points). Now Games Workshop has introduced a new match play system for 1,000 point games, with basically different rules into the game dynamics of a smaller size - Meeting Engagements. I will address the meeting's responsibilities in more detail later. The 2019 Common Manual provides more information about Sigmar's
age tournaments than in previous versions. There is an explanation of what you can expect and some suggested rules for triggering events. Its great appreciation for the entire independent event scene. Pitched Battles 2019 The Pitched Battles section of the Common Manual sets out the basic rules to be used in a matched play. The pitched battle chart sets
out how many units of leaders, combat, artillery, behemoths and allies that you either need to take or can take at different points level. These allocations have not changed, nor are there rules on how to choose your allegiance, limitations of allies and endless spells and battalions. Command posts at command posts get their title because there has been a
small but significant change in the construction of the military. Previously, you got 1 extra command point for every 50 points that were not spent on units. So if you've built a 1,900-point list of 2,000 points a game, you would get 2 additional points at the start of the game (and probably a triumph for taking fewer points than your opponent). Now you can only
take 1 extra command post and you have to pay 50 points for it. Not only does this mean that you may have fewer command points to start with, but also reduces your chance of getting a triumph because of your included The entire military command post. A subtle but interesting change. Creating Battlefield How Do You Create a Battlefield Game has now
seen significant changes and has caused a lot of consternation online based on leaks – especially since it is now impossible to create gnawholes .... Now, the Games Workshop has already told Warhammer TV that the rules for placement in the landscape will be addressed by the FAQ and Designers Commentary Manual 2019 and has advised against using
these rules until these documents are out. While we all get the question of why this issue was not picked up by playtesting, it seems that it is fixed at the earliest opportunity. After setting goals, players now alternate to create 5 pieces of terrain on the battlefield each. The book says that each player should create 3 primary pieces and 2 secondary pieces: the
primary pieces are Azyrite ruins, Citadel Woods, Arcane ruins, Dias, Oculums, etc., and a unique landscape that is up to 10 wide and tall'secondary pieces have walls and gardens or a unique landscape that is less than 6 wide and 4 long landscapes to be created more than 6 edges of the battlefield , more than 6 other landscape features and more than 3 of
any objectives. These rules also apply to the group landscape (Wyldwoods, Charnel Throne, Deepkin Boats, etc.) created after the table landscape. If there is no space in the group's landscape, you cannot configure it. The explicit rules of the General Manual override specific rules on the group's landscape war rolls. While I see a goal that is even at a
distance and stop people barricading off targets in a large faction of the landscape, current limitations such as printed seem unworkable. I know people who have actually tested the new rules and couldn't put a faction of the landscape. This is a significant limitation of the group's ability to perform and I hope that we will see a reduction in the 3 inch gap (not 6).
As for the concluding point, I don't expect tournaments outside Warhammer World (and perhaps great Games Workshop sponsored events like Adepticon and NOVA) to use these rules. Landscape placement takes time already tight rounds and can be the whole mini-game in itself. And to be fair to the Games Workshop, they recognize that tournaments can
(and decide) to choose to change pitched battle rules as needed. Landscape rules Landscape rules have now been extended to the General Manual in 2019. These rules are designed for use in landscapes that do not have their own warscroll (if you use landscape specific warscrolls). First roll the D6 to determine whether you are rolling the old landscape
table (1-3) or the new landscape table (4-6). There are no major changes to the original six categories of landscape - Damned, Arcane, Inspiring, Deadly, Mystical and Buttery. Arcane now adds 1 spelling rolls as such as casting and non-binding rollers. Very useful. New terrain types are: Overgrown: out of sight blocking like citadel WoodsEntangling: -2 run
and freeVolcanic: at 6, D3 mortal wounds (such as Aqshy realmscape function)Commanding: generates extra command posts when your general is nearHealing: 6, heals D3 mortal wounds units near Nullification: allows heroes to unbind 1 spell, wizard or open one extra spell, and (a cool twist) automatically dispells near Endless Weather Zeroification is a
really interesting new mechanic game and I look forward to to see how he plays out on the table. What I'm unclear is whether Endless Weather, which has an impact when they move near Nullification to get to solve their impact before being removed. For example, does Wyldfire Taurus do damage and cause the unit to attack at the end of the combat phase
before it is dispersed? The zeroing landscape can actually be very useful for endless spell armies if you can dispel your spell and not have to risk it coming back to your lines. Triumphs If you have fewer points than your opponent matched play then you start to battle triumph. Under the 2018 Common Manual, you rolled D3 and sites one of three triumphs (a
single unit rolled back into a phase, rewind wounds in a single unit phase, or save one device phase). Now there are six triumphs. More choices, but fewer ways to get a particular one that you may be interested in. The new triumph allows you: ignore one battleshock testre-roll one reward roll (you must use the triumph before rolling your first reward roll) and
use one command ability once without spending a command point All these are nice touches. They add different. Command abilities of the Age of Sigmar Core Rules give three command abilities that can be used by any faction of the game - At Double (make 6 run), Forward Victory (re-roll for the role) and inspiring presence (ignore battleshock unit). Now
there are 3 additional command capabilities to play with (and use your now more limited pool of command points – if you're a Gloomspite Gitz course and create buckets of them in turn). They are: All-out Attack: re-roll hits 1 single unit to finish combat phaseAll-out protection: the same, but save rollsVolley Fire: the same but capture rolls shooting stage All of
them are going to be a very useful option if you need them. Age of Sigmar Battleplans New match play battleplans is the most interesting change in the competitive Age of Sigmar. There are twelve new battleplans (recycling names) that pose new challenges to the list-writing and table-top community. What are the main takeaways? new deployment maps in
new shapes, with 3 (possibly 4) battle plans in the long term some scenarios are small territories (which be by limiting the factions that are needed to create points in their territory, as in the gravesites)some scenarios now have many more goals and different scoring mechanicsother scenarios are aim closer than before (such as Knife to Heart, which is now L-
shaped deployment zones)Battleint can score goals Duaity of DeathRelocation Orb is now easier and there it does not bounce away so far knife heart, which is now L-shaped deployment zones)battleline can score goals Duadus DeathRelocation Orb is now easier and there it does not bounce away take so far knife to heart : L-shaped territories with goals
from the edge of the 12 rear plate and 24 sides. The goals are now closer and more accessible, so big wins are more likely. Scoring the third round. Great pinch. Total Conquest: 4 goals in skewed deployment zones (22.7 apart, thanks to Nathan), so no more zig-zag and much easier to set up. The goals are in the same place as before. So you can be a little
closer to the goal outside your territory than before. You still score a bonus winning point when you take a goal from your opponent. Duality of death: the great change here is the territories. Your territory is now divided into two parts outside the Council. You can't deploy any models in the middle third of the whiteboard to get started. The conditions of the goal
capture now allow the battle to be defeated, but the winning points are the same. It's interesting to challenge the armies that are needed to maintain synergy and buff ranges. Battle pass: The territories are now triangles stretching out to a short board edge. The triangle shape means that it is now harder to favor goals in the middle of the board (which is
divided and 18 from each board edge). It can also be difficult to set up items that must be in your territory, taking into account the shape and size. Goals and scoring are the same. Starstrike: Now roll 2D6, not D6, where comets drop. The Management Board is divided into segments 6 wide. This change will reduce some randomness (as they are likely to fall
in the middle of the table), so it should be more slowly for lower armies. Scorched Earth: Now use a short edge and have 8 goals to deal with (4 for each person's territory). It now benefits armies that can fly or teleport or ambush into the backfield. Total commitment: has now moved diagonal territories across the city center. The goals have also moved to
more interesting positions (only 6 from the edge of the table). No reserves and the winning point scoring remain the same. Focal points: has gone from diagonal deployment to standard deployment on a long plate edge. The star of the goals, however, has turned 45 degrees. The scoring system remains the same. The right part of Valour: there has been a
major transformation. The territories are now built off a short edge and 6 goals are also rotated to 90 degrees. 1,2,4,8 winning points scoring remains Goal shifting: Territories and deployment now run along the long edge of the table (and only 12 inches). So the scenario with the narrow territories and the resulting deployment problems. The benefits though
faction the landscape, which must only create 1 away from enemy territory – much more space to play. Goals have been turned to 90 and two outside goals are now further aboard the edge (no more than 6). Places Arcane Power: The same, except wizards no longer capture. Just heroes. So say goodbye to the units that are wizards. Relocation Orb: Sloping
territories at 22.7. Orb is now a much simpler card and does not bounce repeatedly between the same rounds. Target verification is surrendered when it moves. Still the same catching and scoring rules. There is a voluntary mechanic in the book that allows players to choose whether to use the 2018 version, not the 2019 version. If they do, one player rolls the
dice - 1-3 in 2018, 4-6 in 2019. I just don't understand the purpose of this rule and would expect events to remain with only the 2019 versions. Pitched Battle Tournaments General's Handbook is now a pitch battle for tournament rules events run by the Games Workshop. So expect them to play next time you attend warhammer world, citadel or Warhammer
Championship store in Australia. I'm not going to go into these very detail, but a few points note: you need to choose six Hidden Agendas in advance and name them on your army list (don't choose them per game) - not quite sure how it works because you have to show your opponent your army list and they should have hidden Games Workshop landscape
and landscape warscrolls are in use – so remind yourself what ruins and dias etc doas normal games workshops , battle plans, realms and realmscape features will be announced 15 minutes before each round - do not write your list down to a specific subdivision of battle plans and rulesyou score 60 points big win, 10 points completed hidden action plan, up
to 25 points painting and up to 25 points etiquette per round.you score your opponent's painting as follows:5 points fully painted at least threecoats15 point shading and highlights5 points painting features of the painting features add as debris and flockB : these limitations are really interesting, given the push contrast concept armies.etiquette points are also
defined as:1 points turning up time in round2 point providing a shake of your opponent's hand before and after game1 points giving your army a list of your opponent1 points, with all models , dice, tape measures and rules to play game Painting scores are the first tiebreaker, the label scores is the second tiebreaker and then kill the points in the third. You
score kill points for enemy units destroyed not units that are attached to the battlefield after the start of the game, or endless spells or battalions). Meeting Engagements Conquest Unbound Home Fidelity Capabilities General Manual. Listen to The Honest Wargamer Group's reaction to episodes of Soundcloud/Apple Podcasts, etc. The main points are:
Ironjaws got a lot better (but not broken)Seraphon calling and teleport being tweaked to the Littletweaks that Slaves of Darknessno major changes (if any changes) for Darkling Covens, Dispossessed, Free Nations and Wanderers. Generalika handbook 2019 will be run by Listen Warhammer Weekly GHB19 1. youtube).
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